DEFINE. DESIGN. DELIVER.

PENTESEC SERVICES
DIGITAL RISK AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Technology First means we only offer services we believe in and have mastered. We embed these services into
our infrastructure, so our engineers have authentic experience using the solutions that we provide to you.

Identity and Access
Management

Digital Risk
Management

Okta connects any person with any application on any device. They provide an
enterprise-grade identity management service, built for the cloud, but compatible
with many on-premises applications. With Okta, IT can manage any employee’s
access to any application or device. You can also manage customer identity
initiatives, enhance customer engagement and create a digital platform your
customers can trust and believe in.

Proofpoint Digital Risk Protection secures your brand and customers against digital
security risks across web domains, social media, and the deep and dark web. It is
the only solution that gives you a holistic defence for all your digital engagement
channels.

Okta is the leading independent provider of identity for the enterprise. The Okta
Identity Cloud enables organisations to securely connect the right people to
the right technologies at the right time. With over 6,500 pre-built integrations to
applications and infrastructure providers, Okta customers can easily and securely
use the best technologies for their business.
Over 8,000 organisations, including 20th Century Fox, Engie, Slack, Gatwick
Airport and Oxfam, trust Okta to help protect the identities of their workforces and
customers.

Digital Risk Protection helps you gain situational awareness of potential social
media threats against your key executives and locations. Our solution crawls the
far reaches of the digital world, spanning millions of web pages and social sites
daily. This helps you get in front of threats, whether they are planned, imminent or
occurring in real-time.
Engaging on digital channels while ensuring compliance does not have to be
a headache. Our digital protection solution helps you rein in account social
media sprawl and supervise all your content to ensure it complies with public
communications and retention rules from FINRA, SEC, FCA, IIROC and others.

To learn more about how Pentesec’s Services can benefit your business, contact us today:
Call 0845 519 1337 or Email sales@pentesec.com
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Swivel Secure is an industry leading authentication
solution. Founded in 2001, Swivel Secure protects
thousands of organisations in over 52 countries.
The award winning AuthControl Sentry® delivers
multi-factor authentication, combined with riskbased authentication and single sign-on for securely
authenticating all applications, both cloud and onpremise.

You don’t know what you don’t know. Rogue
data within an organisation exposes you to risks
of fines and damage to your reputation. It is also
unnecessary to hoard personal data that you do not
need, too much information becomes a security risk.

RiskIQ provides comprehensive discovery,
intelligence, and the mitigation of threats associated
with an organisation’s digital presence. They use a
proprietary intelligence collection network which
is constantly monitoring digital channels across
the open, deep and dark web to illuminate and
eliminate risk in the wild before it impacts your
business.

Two-Factor Authentication provides peace of mind
when protecting user access to corporate assets.
Its purpose is to make attacker’s lives harder and
reduce the risk of fraud and theft, and it is a hugely
effective yet simple Threat Prevention tool.
Designed for flexibility, AuthControl Sentry works
with a diverse range of authentication factors for
optimum deployment, including Image, Mobile,
Biometrics, Hardware Tokens and Voice control,
allowing you to adapt the solution to your risk
needs.

1Touch.io analyses traffic on a continuous basis,
covering all elements of your network in real time,
to detect any storage, processing or sharing of
personal data both inside and outside of your
network.
1Touch crawls through every repository or database
available to uncover forgotten data and once
it knows where your skeletons lie, it creates a
holistic view of where and how the data is being
used, whether it is in motion or in rest, structure or
unstructured and whether it is of known or unknown
origin.

To learn more about how Pentesec’s Services can benefit your business, contact us today:
Call 0845 519 1337 or Email sales@pentesec.com

Using the Illuminate platform, users can map and
monitor their internet-exposed digital attack surface,
understand and mitigate exposures and expedite
external threat investigation. As companies grow,
they not only become bigger targets for attack,
they also begin to lose track of digital assets, online
profiles and brand usage across the internet.
Attackers search for unknown, unprotected and
unmonitored digital assets which span from your
internal network across the full breadth of the
internet and use them to leverage attacks against
your business and its customers.

